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1 Introduction to the Besov space and Leibniz rule 
Let us recall homogeneous and inhomogeneous Besov spaces. For that purpose, we first introduce 
the Littlewood-Paley decomposition of functions defined on即 interms with the partition 
屈｝芦ー 0of unity in the Fourier variables. We take rpE C0国） in such a way that supp rp= 
{,; E 訊 ½:S 1e1 :S 2} satisfying区j=-orp(2丸） = 1 for al ,; -/ 0. The f unctions'Pj are 
defined as和(,;)=¢(2丸），jE Z, where F denotes the Fourier transform. Let心beas 
匹(,;)= 1 -区芦¢(2花）. For 1 :Sp :S oo and s E股， thehomogeneous Besov space Es is 匹
defined by Bi,q三 {fES'/P; lfliJi,qく oo}with the seminorm 
llfll 昇,'~{ {L□ (2叫 I切 •JIい}'fo, 1~q < oo, 
supjEZ四l'Pj* JIILP for q = oo, 
where P is the set of polynomials in町.We also define the corresponding inhomogeneous Besov 
space Bi,q by Bi,q三 {fES'; IJIBぃ<oo} with the norm 
lflR;, ~{ 
l 
1/J * JIILP + {こ。(2叫l'Pj* JIILP)q} q for 1 :Sq< oo, 
Iゆ*f l!Lp + SUPjEN 2叫l'Pj* f ILP for q = oo. 
For more precise, see e.g., Bergh-Lofstrom [2]. The following lemma is a fundamental property 
of Besov spaces. 
Proposition 1.1 (i) If q1さq2,then it holds thatか CBS f p,q1 p,q2 or al 1 :Sp :Soo and s E賊．
(i) It holds the continuous continuous embedding 
的，1C if; C iJ;,0 
for al 1~p~oo and s E賊， where
fl; 三 {fE S'/P; IJI向=I(―△)； JIILPく oo}.
情水扇丈氏（京都大）と金子健太氏（早稲田大）との共同研究 [8].
2清水扇丈氏（京都大）と金子健太氏（早稲田大）との共同研究 [8].
囁水扇丈氏（京都大）と岡田晃氏（京都大）との共同研究 [10],[l], [12]. 
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If soヂs1,we have 
（的0'卯）。,q=似 forI Sp, q S oo and O < 0 < I,
wheres= (1 -0)so + s10. 
(ii) Ifs > 0, then it we have that 
BS . 
p,q = LP n B8p,q 
for al IS p,q S oo. 
We next consider the embedding theorem. 




Let I s q s q1s oo. Then it holds that 
BS 
p,q 
C B81 か cか1
Pl ,q1'p,q Pl ,q1 . 
Finally, we consider the Leibnitz rule in the homogeneous Besov space. 
Lemma 1.1 (/8, Proposition 2.2}) (i) Let I Sp, q S oo, s > 0,a> 0 and (3 > 0. Assume that 
1 1 1 1 1 1 s p1,p2, 凡西 Soo satisfy -= -+ -=—+~. If f E Bs+a n B望 andg E jJ-a n Bs_+/3 
P Pl P2 Pl P2 P1,q P1,oo P2,oo P2,q' 
then we have f g E均，qwith the estimate 
lf gllii~,q さ C(llfllii勾ぱ ll9llii硲00+ llfllii団~)9IIB芦，:) (1.1) 
where C = C(p,p1,P2屈，加，q,s, a, /3). 
（） i Let 1 :;p, qさooand s > 0.Assume that 1 :;pi, P2, 匝加::;oo satisfy -=—+-= 1 P Pl P2 
1 
柘- h' + 1 If f Eかp,,q n圧 andg E炉 nB8-P2,q' then we have f g E B8p,q with the estimate 
ll!9IIB~,q :S C(IIJIIB~)l9llm + I!1£"1 lglB;-2,q (1.2) 
where C = C( P,P1,P2,P1,P2, q, s). 
Proof. (i) We make use of the following paraproduct formula off g due to Bony [3]. Our method 
is related to Christ-Weinstein [4, Proposition 3.3] and Kozono-Shimada [7, Lemma 2.1]. 
f・g =文（やk*!)(Ag)+文 (P,け）('Pk *9) +文区（匹*!)(切*g) 
k=-oo k=-oo k=-00 ll-kl9 
—. h1 +加十 h3,
where P, 凶＝区に~00'Pl * g.We first consider the case 1 :;qく oo.Since 
supp F(('Pk * !)(Pkg)) C {e E股叫E2k-2さ柊I:;2k+2}, 
supp F巧={e E町；2j-l :; 1e :; 2j+l }, 
(1.3) 
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Since'Pj(x) = 2叫F-1¢)(2狂） for al j E 1:;, it holds by the Hausdorff-Young and the Holder 
inequalities that 
Iも *(('Pk*f)(Pkg))IILPさ:1'-P』|ぃ1('-Pk* f)(Pkg)IILPさ:IIF―1¢1ぃ1'-Pk* fllm IIPkgllm 









































































:; C悶匹―ak1'-Pk * 9IILP2に(2(s+a)il'-Pi* fllLPl~2—al) } 
Cll9lli3ら芦 11111 年，~' (1.4) 
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where C = C(n,p,p1,P2, q, s, a). In the above estimate it should be noted that 区~32-al < oo 
since a > 0.In the case q = oo, we see similarly to (1.4) that 
00 
lh叶1肉，00:s; C sup r"'kll'Pk * 9IILP2 sup2(s+a)ill'Pi * JIILPl L r"'1 = Cll9llii芯Jlfllii芹，迄，
kEZ iEZ l=3 
with C = C(n,p,p1,P2,s,a), from which and (1.4) it follows that 
lh1 li3;,q <: Cll9lli3; 農=Il lli3;t,~for al 1 <:q <:oo, 
where C = C(n,p,p1,P2,q,s,a). 
Replacing the role off by g, we obtain similarly to (1.4) and (1.5) that 
lh叫1均，q-<: CIIJIIB示~00 ll9ll13;t~for al 1 S q S oo, 
where C = C(n,pふ，加，_q,s, (3). 
Next we treat h3 in B;,q. Let us consider the case 1 -<:qく oo.Since 
supp F(('-Pk *!)('-Pl* g)) C {~E 正叫 l~I -<: 2max{k,l}+2}, 



































































By the Hausdorff-Young and the Holder ineq叫 ities,it holds that 
1'-Pj * ('f!j+r * f)('{!j+r+t * g)IILP :S 1'-P』|ぃ1('-Pj+r* f)('{!j+r+t * g)IILP 
さ: IIF-1c/JIIL111'-Pj+r * fllLPl I({り+r+t* 9IILP2 
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for al j, r, t E Z. Hence it follows from the Minkowski inequality that 
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???（ー












































































where C = C(n,p,p1,P2, q, s, a). In the above estimate it should be noted that I:r2_4 2-sr < oo 
since s > 0.In case q = oo, similarly to (1.7), we have that 
I加113$,= :S Csup2―allやl*YIILP2 L 2―srL四 supis+a)kll'Pk* JIILPl 
lEZ r2-4 ltl9 kEZ 
= CIIYIIBら盆IJIB討，已
with C = C(n,p,p1,P2, s, a), from which and (1.7) it follows that 
llh3IIJ3尻q さ Cll9IIB;2~JIJIIB;t,~for al 1さq:S oo, (1.8) 
where C = C(n,p,p1,P2, q, s, a). Now the desired estimate (1.1) is a consequence of (1.5), (1.6) 
and (1.8). 
(i) We also make use of the paraproduct formula (1.3). Let us first consider the case 






































It should be noticed that 
文臼(x)= 2kn心(2kx)= 1/;2-k(x), Vk E Z, 
l=-oo 
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where J0(x) = en f(x/E:) for E: > 0.Hence we have I区7=-oor.pzl£1 = I心Iぃforal k E Z, and 
it holds that 
IIP;gll£P2 =豆切*9 = l7/J2i-3 *9ll£P2 s I心llul9l£P2 for al i E Z, 
l=-00£P2 
from which and (1.9) it follows that 
lh1I均,q s Cllgll£P2 lfli3出，q' (1.10) 
where C = C(n,p,p1,p2,q,s). 
In case q = oo, we have that 
lh1 li3;,o S C sup IIPigllLP2 sup 2"'l'Pi * f lLPl S Cll9IILP2 lfli3;,1,0, 
iEZ iEZ 
from which and (1.10) it follows that 
lh1I均,q s Cll9IILP2 lf li3も，q for al 1 S q S oo, 
where C = C(n,p,p1,P2,q,s). 
Replacing the role off by g, we have similarly to (1.11) that 
lh2I的,q s CIIJII且1l9li3応，q for al 1 S q S oo, 
where C = C(n,p, 匝厖q,s). 
Concerning the estimate of加 inB伝for1さqく oo,we have similarly to (1.7) that 
I加li3s
p,oo 
S CL 2―sr L sup 2s(j+r) l'Pj+r * f lLP1 I巧+r十t* gllLP2 
jEZ 
r::>-4 1t19 
S Csupll'Pi*gllLP2Sup2s1ll'P1*fllLP1 L 2―sr 
iEZ !EZ r::>-4 
s Cllgllm lf li3s , Pl,o 
from which and (1.13) it follows that 
I加I均,q S CllgllLP2 lf li3も，q for al 1 S q S oo, 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 





































































where C = C(n,p,p1,P2, s). Now the desired estimate (1.2) is a consequence of (1.11), (1.12) 
and (1.14). This proves Lemma 1.1. I 
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2 Application to the stationary Navier-Stokes equations 
Let us consider the stationary Na vier-Stokes equation in町 forn 2:3; 
｛心+u・v'u十▽1r = f, (NS) 
div u = 0,
where u = u(x) =国(x),...'砂(x))and 1r = 1r(x) denote the unknown velocity vector and 
the unknown pressure at the point x = (x1, ・ ・ , xn) E lit八respectively,while f = J(x) = 
び(x),...'『(x))denotes the given external force. we rewrite (NS) to the generalized form 
by means of the abstract setting of the functional analysis. Let P be the projection operator 
fromび ontothe solenoidal space L~= { u Eび；div u = O}. It is known that P has the 
expression P = { Pj吋I:Sj,k:Snwith Pjk = Djk + R虔k,j, k = 1,・ ・ , n, where牡 denotesthe 
Kronecker symbol皿 dRk= - -a 枷 k • （△）万 denotesthe Riesz transform. Since Rk, k = 1,2, ・・, n 
is a bounded operator inび for1 < pく oo,Pis also bounded fromび ontoL~for 1 < p < oo. 
However, P is unbounded in口 forp = 1 and for p = oo. On the other hand, we have 
Proposition 2.1 P is bounded in the homogeneous Besov space Bゎforal 1 S p S oo, 1 S 
q S oo ands E股．
Proof. For t~e proof, it suffices to show that the Riesz transforms凡(k= 1,2,・・・,n) are 
bounded in Bs for al 1 S p S oo, 1 S q S oo and s E 股. It should be noted by the p.q 




s L F-1 (訊噌）＊約*f
l=j-1 LP 
s 3l<T>klul的*flLv, k = 1, ・ ・ , n 
for al 1 S p S oo and for al j E Z with叱=F-1(¢(か）磨） in L1, from which we see that Rk, 
k = 1,• • • , n isbounded in B8 even for p = 1 and p p,q = oo. This proves Propos1t10n 2.1. I 
Since we need to find the solution u of (NS) with div u = 0,let us introduce the space 
13s 三 PB8 Since Pu = u, P(▽ 7f) p,q p,q・ = 0 and smce P commutes with―△, application of 
P to both sides of (NS) yields that —• u + P(u・ ▽ u) = Pf. Since div u = 0,it holds that 
U・ ▽ U=▽ ・u0u, 皿 dhence we see that u can be expressed by 
u=(―△)―1P(u・v'u) + (―△)―lpj 
=P(―△)―1▽ ・(u0u)+P(―△)―If 
=K(u0u)+P(―△)―1 f, (E) 
where K = P(―△)―1V-may be regarded as the Fourier multiplier with the differential order 
-1. More precisely, Kg= (Kg1, ・ ・ , Kgn) h as an expression 
1 n 
Kgj(x) = (21r)号Lne江・くと（心ー『塁）贔巧砥）de, j = 1,・ ・ ,n 
k,l=l 
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for n x n tensors g = (gkl)区k,l勺n・Thenwe have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2 (/8, Proposition 1.1)) Let 1 < p < Po and -oo < s。<
ーー マ s + 1 < oo satzsfy 
so -n/po -1 = s -n/p. Let 1 :;q :; oo. K is a bounded operator from B~,q to咲，qwith the 
estimate 
IIKglls認，.:; Cllglls~,., 
for al g E的，q,where C = C(n,p,po, q, s, so)-
Proof. Since the projection P is bounded from 13認，qonto臨，q,it suffices to show that K'三
(―△) -1▽ with th e expression 
(2.1) 
n 1 . 1 
K'斑(x)= (21r)'i Im良neバ万苫i~zFg叫）d~, k = 1, ・ ・ , n 
is a bounded operator from均，qto i3認，qwith such an estimate as (2.1). 
Let us first consider the case 1 :Sqく oo.We define 1 :Sr'.S oo by 1/r = 1 -(1/p -1/po). 




























































































IIK'切 II じ ::;2―i2n(l-~)j11w11u::; C2―j+囀—古）j = c2(s-s0)1' 
where C = C(n,p,po) is independent of j E Z. Notice that WES because supp区t=-1の(2茂） C 
{e E lRn; 2-2 S柊Is沙}.Hence it follows from (2.2) that 
IIK'ulls~,, <; c { I;(2'''11も 'YIIい)•r~Gllgll 均,., 
jEZ 
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where C = C(n,p,po, q, s, so). In case q = oo, the proof is quite similar to the above, so we may 
omit it. This proves Proposition 2.2. I 
Our main result in this section now reads as follows. 
Theorem 2.1 (/8, Theorem 1.2}) Let n 2:3. For every 1さp< n and 1 :;q :;oo there is a 
. -3+竺
constant 5 = J(n,p, q) > 0 such that if f E Bp,q P satisfies IJI . -3+号<J, then there exists a 
Bp,q 
.-1十2
solution u E Bp,q P of (E). Moreover, there exists a constant T/ = TJ(n,p, q) > 0 such that if u 
--1+" 
and v are two solutions of (E) in the class Bp,q p satisfying lul . -1十丑く




it holds that u三 v.
In the case n/2 < p < n, a similar result to Theorem 2.1 has been obtained by Cunanan-
Okabe-Tsutsui [5]. An immediate consequence of the above theorem is the existence of self-
similar solutions. 
. -3+" 
Corollary 2.1 {/8, Corollary 1.3}) Let n > 3. Let 1 < _ p < n and q = oo. If f E Bp,oo is a 
homogeneous function with degree -3, i.e., f(入x)=入―3f(x)for al x E町 andal入>0 and if 
f satisfies lfl . -3+号<J, then the solution u given by Theorem 2.1 is a homogeneous function 
Bp,= 
with degree -1, i.e., u(入x)=入―1u(x)for al x E即 andal入>0, which means that u may be 
regarded as a self-similar solution of {NS). 
The following lemma of the bilinear estimate plays an important role for the proof of our main 
theorem. 
,-1十＂
Lemma 2.1 {/8, Lemma 2.3}) Let n 2 3 and let 1さp< n, 1 Sq S oo. For u, v E Bp,q P we 
,-1十丑
have K(uRv) E Bp,q p with the estimate 
where C = C(n,p, q). 
IIK(uRv)II -i+Jl'さCllull-l+Jl'lvl -1十l'恥，q 氏，q 氏，q
(2.3) 
Proof. Taking p = p0, s = -2 + n/p in Proposition 2.2, we have that s0 = -1 + n/p, and so it 
holds that 




where C = C(n,p,q). 
Let us first consider the case for n~3 and 1さp< n/2. Take P1 and P2 in such a way 
We define Po and so by 




1 1 1 n 
-=—+-, Bo= - -2. 




Since 1さp< n/2, we have that 
1 :;Po :; p, 0 < so, (-2 +~) -~= soーユ．
P P Po 
(2.6) 
It should be noted that the above (2.6) yields 1さPoさp< n/2, which necessarily implies that 
n 2:3. Hence it follows from Proposition 1.2 that 
luRvl_a;, 戸::;CluRvl_a如'
Since n < P2, we have a三 1-n/p2 > 0, and we have by Lemma 1.1 (i) that 
lu 12 vl_a;g,q :; C(llull_a;~~a lvl_a; 裟q+ lul_a; 塁qllvllii;~ 喜a).
Since p = Pl, p < P2 and since 
so + a -~= -1= (-1 +~) -~, 
it follows from Proposition 1.2 that 
. -1十一n B p p,q 
Hence we obtain from (2.8) that 
← tJso+a 
P1,q' 
-Cl! -~= -1= (-1 +~) -~, 
. -1十，，B v . 
p,q ← B-a P2,q・ 
lu@vlB揺qS CllullB;,~ 哨 lvlB;,~ 嘩・




We next consider the case for n 2 3 and n/2 S p < n. In such a case, we take Pl and P2 so 
that 
Define Po and so by (2.5). Since 
np 
Pl= P, n < P2く 2p-n・ 
1 1 1 1 2 1 
-<-=—+-<—+- :s; 1, 
PP0PP2 nn 
so=~- 2 = n (土―(~—;)) > 0, 
we have (2.6), so it holds (2.7). Since a三 1-n/p2 > 0, implied by n < p2, in the same way as 
in the above case, we obtain (2.9), which yields the desired estimate (2.3). This proves Lemma 
2.1. I 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first prove the existence of the solution to (E). We solve (E) by 
the successive approximation. For that purpose, let us define the approximating solutions { uサ
of (E) by 
{ uo = P(—•) -1 f,
巧+i=K(ujR巧）+ uo, j = o,1, ・ ・ . (2.10) 
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. -3十竺 --1十,,, --1十，，
Since f E Bp,q P, we see that uo E Bp,q P. Assume that Uj E Bp,q P. By Lemma 2.1, we have 
--1十旦
that Uj+l E Bp,q P with the estimate 
lluj+i I. -1+号：：： Cllu』12
B 




where C = C(n,p,q) is independent of j. By induction, it holds that Uj E Bp,q P for al 
j = 0, 1, • • ・.Taking Mj = lu』I. -1十,_,we have by (2.11) that 
Bp,q P 
Mj+l~CM2+Mi。, j = 0, 1, ・ ・ . 




the sequence { Mj }f=0 is subject to the estimate 
Mj≪; C戸
1-v'l-4CM。.
nrv , J = 0, 1, ・ ・ .
Take Wj = Uj+l -Uj, and we have 
Wj = K(ujRuj) -K(uj-1RUj-1) 
= K(ujRWj-1) + K(wj-1RUj-1)-
Letting Lj = lw』I.ー 1十丑， wehave similarly to (2.12) that 
B p,q 
Therefore, it holds that 
Lj≪; C(M戸 Mj-1)Lj-l
≪; 2CaLj-1・
Lj≪; (2C叫 o, j = 1, 2, ・ ・ . 
By the definition of a in (2.14), we see that 
2Ca = 1 - ✓1 -4cM。<1, 
and hence it holds that 
00 
LLj < oo, 
J=O 
• 一1十2
which implies that Uj converges to some u in Bp,q P. Since 






with C = C (n,p), by taking c5= c5(n, p, q) sufficiently small, we see from the above estimate that 
the condition (2.13) is fulfilled provided lfl . -3+ぽ：：： 8. Now, letting j→ oo in (2.10), we see 
Bp,q 
• 一1十2
from Lemma 2.1 that the limit u E Bp,q P is a solutions of (E). 
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--1十竺 -1十竺.d . . We next cons1 er the umqueness. Let u E Bp,q P and v E Bp,q P be the solutions of (E) 
such that lul . -1十i: T/, lvl . -1+晨：： T/・It follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
B B p,q p,q 
llu-vll .-1十号 = IIK(uR(u-v))+K((u-v)Rv)ll .-1十ユ
Bp,q 和，q p 
： C(llull . -1+11 + lvl . -1十i)llu-vll.-1十1l
Bp,q P Bp,q 凡，q p 
： 2CT/llu -vi . -1十丑．
Bp,q P 
By taking T/ > 0 sufficiently small to satisfy 2Cr, < 1,we obtain u -v = 0. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. I 
3 V -Lq estimates of the Stokes semigroup in Besov spaces 
We first investigate the behavior of the heat semigroup in the homogeneous Besov spaces. 
p ropos1tion 3.1 (i) Let 1 ;£p ;£q ;£ 図 1;£r ;£oo and so ;£ 汀 Ithol心幼は
let△ alli3訊 ;£Ct―ぎ (!-½lーも (s,-so) lali3認
for al a E叩 andal O < tく oowith a constant C = C(n,p, q, r, so, s1)-
(i) Let so <釘， 1;£p;£ ⑳ It holds that 
llet~alli3釘 ;£Ct― ½(s1-so) la 
p,l 
Ilf3so p,oo 
for al a E 的~andfor al O < t < oo with a constant C = C(n,p, so, s1)-
(ii) Let so < s1 and 1 ;£p ;£q ;£oo. 几加仙 that
Ii△ al が1 = く Ct― %(½-½l-½(s,-so lal q,1 が°p,oo 
for al a E 閤~andfor al O < t < oo with a constant C = C(n,p, q, so, s1). 
For the proof, see [10, Lemma 2.2] and [9, Lemma 2.2]. 
The following theorem characterizes the class of the initial data a in the homogeneous Besov 
space in the case that et△ a belongs to the Serrin class in the generalized Lorentz space in time. 
. -1十2
Theorem 3.1 (/12, Lemma 2.1}) (i) Let n < p < oo and I~q~oo. For a E Bp,q P it holds 
that et△ a E L"',q(O, oo; 却，1)for al p~r~oo and 2~a < oo satisfying¾+~= 1 with the 
estimate 
I let△ allBo~Cllall -i+号，
r,1 L臼 (O,oo) 応，q
(3.1) 
. -1+!! 
where C = C (n.p, q, r). In particular, if a E Bp,s P for~ 汀=1 with n < p < oo, then it holds 
that et△ a E L8(0, oo遣ふ）．
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(i) Assume that a E S'satisfies 
i△ a E L"',q(O, oo; 『）．
for n < r ;:oo and 2 ;:a < oo with¾+~= 1 and for 1 < q ;:oo. Then it holds that 
. -1十丑
a E Br,q r with the estimate 
lal t△ -1十n :; GIie allL"••(O,oo; じ），庄，q r - (3.2) 
where C = C(n, r, q). 
Proof. The special case when q = a was proved by [1, Theorem 2.34]. Here we give another 
proof based on the real interpolation. 
(i) We take Po,P1 and O < 0 < 1 in such a way that 
n < Po < p < Pl ;: oo, 
1 1-0 0 
-= +ー
P Po Pl. 
. -1十竺
For every a E Bp,oo P, i = 0,1, it follows from Proposition 3.l(iii) that 
et△ alil?,i ;£Ct― l}(;-~l-½(0-(-1+ 党)）lalB -i+~= Ct― llO-~+土―古）la1 .-疇
p,oo B p,oo 
Let us define ao and a1 in such a way that 
1 n 1 1 1 1 
元=2 (p―; +~ ーロ i = o,1. 
i = o,1. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Since n < po < p < Pl and since p~r~oo, we easily verify that 1 < aiく oofor i = 0,1, and 
obtain from (3.3) that the mappings 
｀予ぅ a→I let△ alls~,1 E L""00(0, oo), i = o,1. 
are bounded sub-additive operators. Here L";,q(O, oo) denotes the Lorentz space on (0, oo) (see, 
e.g., Bergh-Lofstrom [2, Chapter 5]). Then it follows from the real interpolation theorem that 
(i3;,1:;fo'i3;, し骨）e,q 3 a→ Ii△ all.a~., E (L°'0•00(0, oo), L°'1・00(0, 00))0,q 
is also bounded sub-additive. Since 
(B;,~ 森，i3;,い＋壽）0,q =和□戸， (La0,=(o, oo), La1,=(o, 00))0,q = La,q(O, oo) 
with a defined by 
1 1-0 0 n 1 
~= a。十冨＝―五+2,
we conclude from (3.5) that 
恥~+i 3 a→ let△ ali3$,i E L°',q(O, oo) 
(3.5) 
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is a bounded sub-additive operator for¾+~= 1 with p ;:r-;: oo, which implies (3.1). This 
proves (i). 
(i) Let us first consider the case 1 < q < oo. We make use of the following characterization 
. 1-!! 
of the equivalent norm of the homogeneous Besov space B, r due to Triebel [13]: r ,q' 
l'Pl3謬 =c:{1= (tl-½(1- 号)I (―△) et△ 'PIIL",i 亨}~, (3.6) 
where we have used the relation 1 + ! = 1 with 1 -! = 1 > 0. a r r a 











































































































































































Since {eT△ }T>D is a contraction semigroup in Lr, we see that t E (0, oo)→ let△ allu is a 
non-negative and non-increasing function. Hence it is easy to see that 
t 
1 
dT q [> 1 (T¼11e7• al Lr)q了]= llet~allL虹(O,oo;じ），
which yields that 
I2(t) ;£Cllet△ al£ 虹 (O,oo;U)lrpl・1一号 9
Br',q' 
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forallO<tく ooand all'PE S with C = C(n, r, q), Since a E S'and'P ES, it is easy to see 
that li(t)→ 0 as t→ oo, Hence, letting t→ oo in both sides of (3, 7), we obtain that 
|<a,rp>I~Cllet• al£"',e(O,o;£C) ll'PII・1-" 
Br,) 
・-1+!! ・1-!! ・1-!! 
for al r.p Es. Since Br,q r =(BI r)* . . r ,q' and since S 1s dense m B , r r ,q , itfollows from the above 
estimate that 
lal . -1十号= sup I<a,r.p>I~Cllet• al£ 虹 (O,o;じ） 9
Br,q 沢 s,1叫I =1 
13 
which implies (3.2). 
1ー号
I I r ,q 
. 1十”
(B 
• 1 n 
Next, we consider the case q = oo. Notice that B;,0,: = r'~/)*. Again by the character-
• 1-!!c 





'Pi/嘩 ':.'J tl甘 (l-~)I(―△) et~'Pllu' —. 
r1,1 0 
let△ a1£<>,0(0,o;£r) = sup t¼llet• allu, 
O<t<oo 
t 




for al O < tく ooand al rp ES with C = C(n, r), from which, as in the same way as the above 
case, we obtain the desired estimate. I 
We next consider the maximal regularity theorem for the heat equation in the homogeneous 
Besov space. To this end, let us first consider the homogeneous heat equation. 
Propos1t10n 3.2 {[11, Lemma 2.1}) Let 1 < p < oo,1 < a < oo,1 S q S ooands E艮
Assume that l S r S p satisfies 
竺＜竺く竺十竺・
p r a p 
ForaごB以withk = 2 +n/r -(2/a + n/p -s), it holds that 
△ et△ a E L",q(O, oo; 的，1)
with the estimate 
11△ et△ al均,1£ 虹(O,oo) さ Cllalls~."'
where C = C(n,p, a, s, q). 
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Proof. Since n/r < 2/a + n/p, we have that k < s + 2.Hence taking 0 E (0, 1) and k。<k<
k1 < s + 2 so that k = (1-0)ko + 0k1. By Proposition 3.l(ii) it holds that 
I年 aliJ;,= let△ alliJ芦2~Ct― 1}(;-½l-½(s+2-ki)lal虻,O
for i = 0,1, and hence we see that the mapping 
aE 虎~f---+11 △et△ al的,1 E£°''•00(0, oo) 
is a bounded sub-additive operator for 
l n l 1 1 
-=-(---)+ー (s+2-k;), i=O,l. 
m 2 r p 2 
Then it follows from the real interpolation theorem that 
a E (B~.~,B以）0,q→ I△ et△ aliJ;, E (La0,00(0, oo), La1,00(0, 00))0,q• 
Since (B点~,B点起）0,q = B以andsince (L"'0•00(0,oo),La1,00(0,00))0,q =£a,q(O,oo), implied by 
¾= 1~。 0+ 喜= (1-0) (~(~-~) +~(s + 2-ko)) + 0信Gー；） +~(s+2- い）
n 1 1 1 
= -(---) + -(s + 2 -(1 -0)ko -0k1) 
2 r p 2 
=~ ビ—~) +~(s + 2 -k), 
we conclude that the mapping 
aE見→I△ et△ aliJ;, E La,q(O, oo) 
is a bounded sub-additive operator, which yields the desired result. This proves Proposition 3.2. 
I 
Now, we are in a position to state the maximal regularity theorem for the Stokes equations. 
Theorem 3.2 (/11, Theorem 1/) Let I< pく oo,1 < aく oo,1~ 〇 ~oo, 1~q~oo and 
SE股.Assume that I さ r~oo satisfies 
n n 2 n 
ーこーく—+-.p T a p (3.9) 
For eve可 aEが withk = 2 + n/r-(2/a + n/p -s) and every f E£",q(O, T遣贔） with r,q 
0 < T::; oo, there exists a unique solution u of 
(S) ｛ 翌ー△u~Pf a.,. l E (0, T) in iJ;., 
u(O) = a in此，q
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in the class 
Ut, △ u E L"',q(O, T; 肉，砂
Moreover, such a solution u is subject to the estimate 
llutlb,o(O,T;B;,13) + I△ ulb,o(O,T;B;,13) :S C(llallBt,,0 + IJIL",o(O,T;B;,13), (3.10) 
where C = C (n,p, a, q, (3, s, r) is a constant independent of O < Tさ00.
Proof. Step 1. Let us first prove in case a = 0.By the us叫 maximalregularity theorem in的
for so < s < s1:S k + 2,for every f E La(o, T; 勾） (i = 0, 1) with O <TS oo, there exists a 
unique solution u of (S) in the class 
Ut, ―△ uEび (O,T直；i) 
with the estimate 
lutlL吋O,T;H;i)+ I△ ullL"(O,T砂）さ Cllflb(o,r砂）， i= 0, 1, 
where C = C(n,p, a, so, s1) is independent of T. For the detail, see, e.g., Giga-Sohr [6, Theorem 
2.1]. This implies that the mapping 
S: f Eび (O,T加）→ (uぃー △u) Eび (O,T;的）汽 i = o,1 
is a bounded linear operator with its operator norm independent of T. Hence by the real inter-
polation, S extends a bounded operator from駅 (O,T;(H戸勾）0,r,) toか (O,T;(厚的）0,(,)2 
for al 1 :;/3 :; oo. 
Since (靡師）。，r,=叩 withs=(1 -0)so + 0s1, we see that 
S: f Eだ (O,T;Bん）→ (ut, —• u) Eび (O,T;尻，r,)2
is a bounded operator with its operator norm independent of T. Taking a。<a < a1 and 
0 < 0 < 1 sothat 1/a = (1 -0)/ao + 0/ai, we see that 
S: f E (か(O,T;B如），L叫O,T窮，r,)0,q
→ (uぃー △u) E (L叫O,T匹，r,),L叫O,T匹，r,)む
is a bounded operator with its operator norm independent of T. Since 
(La0(0,T;B如），La'(O,T; 的，r,)0,q= La,q(O, T; 心，r,),
we obtain the desired result with the estimate (3.10) for a = 0.
Step 2. For a E B~,q and f E La,q(O, T; 叩）， wesee that 
u(t) = et~a + Sf(t), 0 < t < T 
solves (S). Since B8 p,1 C B8 P, か the desired result with the estimate (3.10) is a consequence of 
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